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We Need You! Become “Past Protectors”!
5 workshops, 5 groups of young people, Scotland wide | Pilot, March- May 2019

WORKSHOP CONTENT
Personalised for your group:
 explore the heritage which is important to
your group and learn more about these
places, spaces and experiences
 explore any risks to these places and spaces,
including crime and anti-social behaviour
 explore how these places and spaces can be
protected and recorded and ways in which
young people can be actively involved in this
 co-create and develop workshop ideas for
other groups of young people based on what
you discover

WORKSHOP METHODS
 using digital and creative tools to record and
explore heritage sites
 interactive and personalised (can be
mapped to Curriculum for Excellence
experiences and outcomes if required)
 delivered by experienced heritage and
placemaking education staff

BENEFITS FOR YOUR ORGANISATION
 take part in a national pilot project and
influence the development of future Historic
Environment Scotland project work
 all participants gain an Archaeology Scotland
Heritage Hero Award and explore heritage
related citizenship opportunities
 raise the profile of your organisation through
featuring in case study and learning and
teaching materials
 networking and peer-to-peer learning
opportunities
For further information contact Alison McCandlish at
PAS | alison@pas.org.uk | 0131 220 9730

Follow PAS on Twitter or at www.pas.org.uk

Following the formation of the Scottish Heritage Crime
Group, the project is designed to be a proactive way to
promote awareness of heritage and heritage crime,
and help young people have a say in heritage and
crime issues affecting their community. Historic
Environment Scotland has commissioned PAS to
deliver this national heritage project, Past Protectors,
with steering group members from organisations
which include Police Scotland and Archaeology
Scotland. We are now signing up participants and
would like to offer you the chance to take part
(workshops at your chosen venue, half to full day
duration to suit you and your group)

